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Narrative

1) Background and context

This relates to the police operation 02/03/22 to remove protestors from Parliament grounds and its surrounds. My role was
as a police support unit officer working predominately in the Molesworth Street area and was in the front of the skirmish line
opposite the protestors. The situation was dynamic with instances where protestors were openly violent towards police and I
was assaulted a number of times throughout the day, often indiscriminately by members of the protest using various
weapons and unarmed strikes and kicks. 

2) Your ongoing TENR assessments and your responses

At the time of my use of OC spray I was in a skirmish line facing the protestors in a tight crush. At the time we were
attempting to push a large group of protestors down Molesworth Street and the protestors were pushing back in response.
They were 3 or 4 deep and were stretched across the road. Communication was used throughout the day with little or no
effect on the majority of those protesters present. 

A group of male protestors then used a large metal crate as weapon and forcefully pushed it into the police line directly to
my left. The crate had similar dimensions to a pallet on its base while being about 1.2metres high. 

Given the close proximity of protestors and police the Threat was that the protesters would knock police to ground causing
them to be seriously harmed either by mob violence if they were to fall or be separated from their colleagues or by being
trampled in the aftermath. Further to this, the protesters had no regard for the safety of their own people wedged between
the police and the metal crate they were using as weapon. 

Both police and other protestors were exposed to the harm caused by the use of the crate.

It was necessary to act at that time to protect both those members of the public and the police from further harm and for the
maintenance of law at that time. Those pushing the crate were told to desist by police and other protestors but this had no
effect. 

My response was to deploy OC spray on the males pushing the crate. There was no other way to reach the males at the
time and they were not listening to the protestors around them asking them to stop. It was effective on some of those
present but less so on others as they had begun to wear goggles and masks to prevent being affected by OC spray. Further
to this, other police had also deployed spray so I don't know whether the spray I deployed was effective or whether it was
another officers. Some of the males sprayed walked away from the crate while others continued to push. It was by physical
effort that the crowd was eventually pushed back past the crate. 

My response was justified under section 48 of Crimes Act 1961 to defend the members of the public and police to my left. 

 

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

1. Male, Unknown

Male Unknown

Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Physically assault non-Police,
Verbally abusive, Physically assault

None
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My shift started around 0430hrs and went till 2200hrs. During this entire time I was either on the surrounding streets or on
parliment grounds themselves facing the protesters.

Right from the beginning the crowd was hostile, the scenes at times were chaotic and on four occasions during the
operation I felt the balance of power had shifted to favour the protesters. It was at these times I felt the most vunerable and
most at risk of physical harm as a result of the deliberate intent of protesters to assault Police. 

There was a clear and evident 'mob mentality' amongst the protest group and people who I felt ordinarily would not pose a
risk to Police did pose a risk due to the mob mentality. 

During the day of operation I was struck with mulitple hard objects, assaulted with a fire extinguisher, was squirted with
petrol, had multiple bricks thrown at me, my shield was smashed and I recieved multiple bruises to my arms and legs as a
result.

Also of note, this is being done from memory as I was not in a position to make notebook entries and over three months has
passed since the incident.

2) Your ongoing TENR assessments and your responses

Describe all of your continuous assessments of the Threat, Exposure, and Necessity to respond. Your Responses, and the
justification for your responses in law and the TOF.

The following TENR assessments will relate directly to the two occasions across the day I used force. 

THREAT: While on the front line on Hill Street we were met with resistance. The protesters had a sheet of plywood which I
had been told they were using as a ram. I was moved along the Police line to fill some gaps as protesters became more
aggressive. When I arrived at this location I saw another unknown officer striking a males hands with an extended ASP
baton. I had seen the protesters pulling down other officers long shields making them vunerable to assaults and having their
shields taken. The ASP baton was being used to repell this. I used this information in conjuction with the TENR framework to
constantly assess and reassess what was occurring. I observed a male grab hold of the officers shield and a sheet of
plywood, my assessment of this situaiton was the male was going to use the piece of plywood to ram the Police line, in
particular the Police Officer beside me. Based on my continuous assessment I had been doing throughout the morning of
what I had faced, specifically, I had already been assaulted and seen numerous assaults on Police. My percieved
cumulative assessment at this time was this male was going to use the piece of plywood to assault Police and or continue
pulling his shield down to assault the officer. The male had both the capability and opportunity to do so as we could not
move. I placed this male as assaultive using the TENR framework. This was the first of four times throughout the day I felt
the balance of power was beginning to favour the protesters.

Later in the day I was still on the front line as we moved across parliment grounds to where fires had been lit. I was in a
Police line when I observed a male with dried OC spray on his face who was inciting the crowd and making the situation
more violent and volatile. This was another one of the four occasions throughout the day when I believed that the balance of
control between the protesters and Police was shifting in their favour. At this time I was in extremely close quarter
interactions with the protest group and one male in particular was pushing against my shield with enough force I was loosing
my footing. His actions were also preventing me from moving with the rest of the Police line. My assessment at this time was
that if I did not move with the line I would have been isolated and more vunerable to further assaults. I was using voice
commands to warn this male that he would be sprayed. I noted he was wearing eye protection to reduce the affectiveness of
OC spray. The male refused to comply and I was concerned that his active resistance and assaultive behaviour was about
to fragment the Police line which I was concerned would allow protesters to penetrate the Police line. This would have
enabled protesters in behind the Police line which would have placed staff and myself at further risk of assaults. 

EXPOSURE: I was extremely concerned for the safety of myself, other Police staff, supporting agencies and some of the
protesters throughout the entire day. All were exposed to the extreme levels of violence being demonstrated by a large
number of protesters over an extended period.

NECESSITY: On the two occasions I used force during the day, delaying was not an option. If I did not use the level of force
I did Police Officers, including myself would have been assaulted and or been placed in a more dangerous situation than we
already faced. On both occasions I used a level of force appropriate to the situation in front of me and only enough force to
be effective.

RESPONSE: The first tactical option I used was after communication failed to have any impact on the subjects behaviour. I
utilised my Police issue ASP baton which I kept in a closed state. My assessment of this situation was that the protester was
going to use the piece of plywood to ram the Police Officer beside me on the line. To prevent this from happening I delivered
a single butt cap strike to the males fingers. I did this as I assessed the males actions as deliberate and assessed him as
assaultive. It also stopped this male from pulling down the officers shield in order to make the officer open to being assaulted
which I believe was the intention of this male in conjuction with using the wood as a ram. OC spray was not appropriate at
this time as I would have affected a large number of Police staff and protesters who were not assaultive. This single and low
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g p g
velocity strike had the desired effect in that he let go of the wood and it was not used to assault staff.

The second tactical option I used was my Police issue OC spray. I assessed this male as actively resisting and assaultive. In
addition to the immediate threat he posed to me, his actions had the potential to fragment the Police line and expose others
to what was extreme violence from the group at this time. To mitigate the risk he was posing I delivered a burst of OC spray
to his face which went in behind his eye protection. As a result the male left the area. I believe he was sprayed by another
officer at the same time.

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

1. Male, 35, Unknown

Male Unknown 35

Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Verbally abusive, Physically
assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive

None

Had a weapon No

Subject Weapons

Weapon Type Weapon Usage Recovered

Bludgeoning/hitting weapon i.e.
blunt weapon

Threatened to Use No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Assaultive

Nil/No effect At scene

2 Baton
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 ***OP CONVOY***

In general - Mass protest which turned into a large-scale riot. Hostile crowd towards Police. Police were assaulted by a
multitude of weapons. Multiple staff injured. Fires were lit with several explosions taking place. Intel of weapons in crowd,
Molotov cocktails and chemical irritants. PCA = Death/GBH.

Personal situation at time of UOF – In a shield line on Molesworth Street. I was in the front row of the shield line, directly
dealing with the hostile crowd. Order given to advance. Crowd non-compliant and ignoring verbal warnings to leave to the
area. Crowd was hostile, verbally abusing Police and pushing on shield line including using a large piece of plywood,
several meters wide, as a shield against Police. Several people were throwing projectiles at Police, including bottles, rocks,
chairs and other miscellaneous items. An unknown person (Subject 3) was punching an Officer’s shield and attempting to
get around the shield to directly assault the Officer.

PCA of offender throwing punches = Assaultive. PCA of offenders throwing projectiles = Death/GBH.

 

2) Your ongoing TENR assessments and your responses

Describe all of your continuous assessments of the Threat, Exposure, and Necessity to respond. Your Responses, and the
justification for your responses in law and the TOF.

 

Threat – Male (Subject 3) throwing punches at Police. I believed his intent was to hurt Police, as he was actively punching
them. He was capable and had the opportunity as he was actively doing it. Environment was outdoors, on a road. It was a
confined space due to the number of rioters and Police engaged with each other face to face. There were multiple
projectiles being thrown in the environment.

Exposure – The Officer being assaulted was exposed; other Police were exposed. Rioters and protesters were exposed.

Necessity – Immediate response to prevent harm to Police.

Response – The offender had been verbally warned by other officer’s which had nil effect. I was about 2 meters away from
the offender. I had a good angle to spray the male. I sprayed the male, which had effect. The spray landed on his face and
eye area. He disengaged and withdrew into the crowd. I believe my actions were justified under section 48, Crimes Act
1961. OC Spray can be used from active resistant and above on the TOF.

We continued to move down Molesworth and the crowd continued hostilities against Police, with projectiles being thrown,
including chairs, rocks and bottles among other things. As we moved Police put pressure onto the offenders holding the
plywood. Eventually it broke and fell. This caused a section of the crowd and Police (including myself) to fall to the ground. I
quickly stood to avoid injury. As I did a male (Subject 1) was lying on the ground. I would describe him as Caucasian, around
60, wearing helmet and a black top. The male grabbed my shield and yanked it with both hands causing me to lose grip on it
with one hand. Whilst still holding my shield, the male started kicking at my legs and groin region. At the same time multiple
projectiles were being thrown in my direction. My PCA at this point was death/GBH. This was due to the male pulling away
my shield which exposed me to the projectiles, He was actively assaulting me and trying to relieve me of my shield. I
believed he would use the shield against me and other Police, if he got it free. I was very close to losing grip with the hand I
still had on it. I also believed if I did not act, I would be hit by a projectile which would have very serious consequences.

Threat – Male kicking me and trying to take shield. I believed his intent was to harm me. He was capable and had the
opportunity as he was actively doing it. The environment was outdoors on a street in a large-scale riot as above.

Exposure – I was exposed directly to the threat, other Police were exposed.

Necessity – Immediate response to defend myself from being assaulted by the males and struck by projectiles.

Response – I warned the male multiple times to stop kicking me and let go of my shield. He ignored the warnings. I pushed
the males’ legs away with my free hand but he continued to kick. I was unable to regain grip with both hands on the shield. I
could not spray the male as I believed I would cross contaminate myself and other Police. I considered batoning the male
but could not reach my baton as we had been ordered to have our batons in a trouser leg pocket to prevent them being
taken. My free hand was on the opposite side to the pocket. Taser would have been a great option, but we had not been
issued them. I attempted to empty hand strike the male but could not reach him due to the position of the shield. I was also
losing grip with the hand I still had on it as he had leverage advantage being on the ground and using both hands. I
considered a kick but felt I would lose balance. I believed I was about to lose the shield. I was still having projectiles thrown
in my directions. I pushed his legs away and quickly grabbed the shield with both hands. I attempted to pull away but was
unable to. I gave him a further verbal warning to let go. He did not and attempted to kick me again. I used my weight and
forced the shield downwards striking the male in the torso. He did not let go and ignored a further warning. I carried out
several more strikes, one of which struck the male in the face. The face strike was unintentional. The male had pushed the
shield up while I striked downwards which caused this to happen It did however have sufficient effect as he let go I
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shield up while I striked downwards which caused this to happen. It did however have sufficient effect as he let go. I
regained control of the shield and raised it to protect myself. The male was pulled by his feet threw the Police line by other
Police to effect arrest. I continued advancing. I believe my actions were justified under section 48, Crimes Act 1961.

 

***After this moment and for the rest of the event, I used OC Spray multiple times. I cannot remember the exact total of
people I sprayed. The offenders sprayed ranged in PCA from active resistant up to Death/GBH. The offenders were a mix of
male and female. The reasons for them being sprayed ranged from assaulting with no weapon, assaulting with blunt
instruments such as bats, poles, skateboards. Throwing projectiles such as bottles, rocks, chairs and two buckets filled with
concrete with a chain connecting them. Offenders advancing towards Police whilst holding a fighting posture and verbally
threatening Police. Majority of offenders were given verbal warnings before being sprayed, which were ignored. Several
offenders were sprayed with no warning due to the immediate threat posed. However, they had been told to leave the area
all day by loudspeaker. I cannot list all these individually but apply to ‘Subject 2’ which is a generalisation of these
individuals. I believe every spray was justified under section 48, Crimes Act 1961 in order to defend myself and other
Officers. OC Spray can be used from active resistant and above on the TOF.

 

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

1. Male, 60, European

Male European 60

Aggressive demeanour, Verbally
abusive, Physically assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive

Distressed emotional state (not 1M)

Had a weapon No

Subject Weapons

Weapon Type Weapon Usage Recovered

Bludgeoning/hitting weapon i.e.
blunt weapon

Not Used Yes

Tactical Options Used

PCA

1. Communication
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Alternatives considered but not
used

Reason not used

C

Effectiveness Location used

GBH/Death

Nil/No effect At scene

PCA Subject in handcuffs/restraints Warning given

Tactical option description

Effectiveness Location used

2. Other Tactical Option / Weapon of Opportunity

GBH/Death No Yes

Long Shield

Delayed but sufficient At scene

Baton
Could not reach it, as ordered to carry
in trouser leg pocket.

Actions Taken Resolution

Legal Justification - Crimes Act

Subject Outcomes & Legal Justification

Arrested. Not Charged

Self-defence (s.48)

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

2. Unknown, Unknown

Unknown Unknown

Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Verbally abusive, Physically
assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive

Distressed emotional state (not 1M),
Alcohol intoxication, 1M Mental
Distress, Drug intoxication

Had a weapon No

Subject Weapons
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Alternatives considered but not used

No alternative option considered

Actions Taken Resolution

Legal Justification - Crimes Act

Subject Outcomes & Legal Justification

Subject decamped/escaped. Not Charged

Execute process or arrest (s.39), Prevent breach of
peace (s.42), Self-defence (s.48), Defence of another
(POLICE OFFICER) (s.48)

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

2. Unknown, Unknown

Unknown Unknown

Threaten non-Police, Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Physically assault non-Police, Verbally abusive,
Physically assault Police, Spit blood/saliva at Police

None

Had a weapon No

Subject Weapons

Weapon Type Weapon Usage Recovered

Throwing weapon Used No

Alternatives considered but not used

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Assaultive

Nil/No effect At scene

PCA Subject in handcuffs/restraints Warning given

Tactical option description

Effectiveness Location used

2. Other Tactical Option / Weapon of Opportunity

Assaultive No Yes

Repeated shield bumps on protesters who physically
resisted our attempts to move them, spat at officers
and threw multiple weapons

Delayed and not sufficient At scene

No alternative option considered

Subject Outcomes & Legal Justification
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 a  a a e o  at east t o peop e t at  pe so a y OC sp ayed ea g t e a ea soo  a te   sp ayed t e

 

Throughout the day I used approximately seven cans of pepper spray between the hours of 1430 – 1830.

 

I am unaware of any of these people being arrested. I am unaware if any of these people suffered any injury because of
being sprayed.

 

I believe OC spray was the safest and most appropriate use of force or tactical option available to me on the day.

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

1. Male, Unknown

Male Unknown

Aggressive demeanour, Physically
assault non-Police, Verbally abusive,
Physically assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive, Spit blood/saliva
at Police

Distressed emotional state (not 1M)

Did not have a weapon No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Active Resistant

Nil/No effect At scene

PCA Subject in handcuffs/restraints Warning given

Hit or Miss

2. OC Spray

Assaultive No Yes
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Senior Officer Comments

COMPLETE, no further changes are required.

I support the actions as described here. Hostile crowd where OC spray proved to be effective.

Based on the Tactical Options Report, and the recommendation from the Level 1 Reviewer, the following actions have been/will be
taken:

      Recognition of good
performance -Acknowledging a great job by staff. Actions could range from verbal or written recognition of

performance through to awards and commendations

      Follow up on
performance –Possible actions could range from debrief, discussion, and submission to Lessons Learnt, to remedial

training, or engagement with PPC depending on the circumstances
       No further action required

Police Professional Conduct has been notified of this incident

Review Comments History

Date Status User Comments
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No alternative option considered

Actions Taken Resolution

Legal Justification - Crimes Act

Subject Outcomes & Legal Justification

Subject decamped/escaped. Not Charged

Prevent breach of peace (s.42), Self-
defence (s.48), Defence of another
(POLICE OFFICER) (s.48), Defence
of another (PUBLIC) (s.48)

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

2. Male

Male

Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Verbally abusive, Physically
assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive, Spit blood/saliva
at Police

None

Did not have a weapon No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Assaultive

Nil/No effect At scene

PCA Subject in handcuffs/restraints Warning given

Hit or Miss

2. OC Spray

Assaultive No Yes
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and shut and secure the gate.

 

2) Your ongoing TENR assessments and your responses

Threat 

All individuals were in the assaultive range by striking and trying to grab the shield and wanting to fight, the ones that were
throwing the pavers were also in the assaultive range by throwing large pavers the size of a 2L ice cream container directly
at Police. The threat in both cases was immediate they all showed intent to harm Police staff. They had the capability and
opportunity to assault staff, without acting would have resulted in possible injuries to Police staff.

Exposure

Police staff were directly exposed and at risk of injury due to the proximity of the offenders and the number of offenders
feeding off each other and wanting to ham police.

Necessity.

It was important for quick and decisive action against the offenders to reduce harm to other staff. The offender at the gate
was intent on harming myself and the offenders at the gate were actively trying to assault staff by throwing pavers at Police.

Response:

Based on the above information I decided to deploy my OC spray. based on the offenders being in the assaultive range on
the tactical options framework. The effects were immediate and prevented staff from further attacks it also gave us a chance
to reform and secure the gate. 

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

1. Male, 28, European

Male European 28

Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Verbally abusive, Physically
assault Police

None

Did not have a weapon No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Assaultive
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Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

1. Female, Unknown

Female Unknown

Threaten non-Police, Aggressive
demeanour, Threaten Police, Verbally
abusive, Physically assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive

None

Had a weapon No

Subject Weapons

Weapon Type Weapon Usage Recovered

Flammable Weapon Used No

Throwing weapon Used No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Assaultive

Nil/No effect At scene

PCA Subject in handcuffs/restraints Warning given

Reason no warning

2. OC Spray

GBH/Death No No

Alerting subject would put self at
risk
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Throwing weapon Used Yes

Flammable Weapon Used No

Alternatives considered but not
used

Reason not used

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

GBH/Death

Nil/No effect At scene

PCA Subject in handcuffs/restraints Warning given

Reason no warning

Tactical option description

Effectiveness Location used

2. Other Tactical Option / Weapon of Opportunity

GBH/Death No No

Other - specify in narrative section

Fire Hose water

Delayed and not sufficient At scene

Sponge Round
Not trained in using a 40mm gun and
no access to them and AOS had not
been deployed.

Actions Taken Resolution

Legal Justification - Crimes Act

Subject Outcomes & Legal Justification

Subject decamped/escaped. Not Charged

Self-defence (s.48), Defence of
another (POLICE OFFICER) (s.48),
Defence of another (PUBLIC) (s.48)
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Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

3. Unknown, Unknown

Unknown Unknown

Threaten non-Police, Aggressive
demeanour, Threaten Police, Verbally
abusive, Physically assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive

Distressed emotional state (not 1M)

Had a weapon No

Subject Weapons

Weapon Type Weapon Usage Recovered

Other shooting weapon e.g. Air,
BB, or pellet gun Used No

Throwing weapon Used No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Assaultive

Nil/No effect At scene

PCA Subject in handcuffs/restraints Warning given

Tactical option description

Effectiveness Location used

2. Other Tactical Option / Weapon of Opportunity

Assaultive No Yes

Shield

Delayed and not sufficient At scene
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immediate effect and caused him to run back into the grounds where further protestors were gathering. The line continued to
advance forward until reaching the area near the playground where a tent was set on fire. As the tent was set on fire, a
number of protestors continued to throw items on to the fire, fuelling it and turning into an inferno. At points durng this,
protestors threw a number of LPG cylinders on to the fire. As this happened I was unaware how the cylinders would react to
the fire I immediately pulled staff back to prevent them from being seriously injured due to an exploding gas canister. Fire
hoses were used against the fire and it was eventually brought under control, allowing the Police line to advance forward.

As the line continued to progress, another group of approximately three persons approached the line with objects in their
hand ready to throw at Police. As they approached the line I again sprayed the group from behind the shield causing them to
turn and run. The group was sprayed across the facial area in a 1 second burst. The line continued to advance and
progressed towards the staircase on to Bowen Street. Another male approached the line again and threw objects at the
Police line of shields, I once again attempted to deploy spray against this male however the male was at too greater
distance for the spray to be effective. He approached the line once more and threw more objects at Police, spray was
deployed again however he was at a distance which was too great for spray to make contact.

I was then advised that the line which had taken the gate on to Lambton Quay was under pressure and needed to be
secured. I was redirected with a group of other staff members in full Hard POP equipment to assist with this and secure the
gate. During this time protestors had begun to up lift paving bricks from the footpath and throw them at Police along with a
number of various items such as shopping trolleys. As protestors came near the line and believing that they would continue
to be further assaulted, I deployed more OC spray in two bursts in order to prevent protesters closing distance on Police
staff and throwing more objects at them in an attempt to injure them. I was spraying from a position of cover at this point in
front of the line of Police shields and could not determine if I had hit any persons who had been throwing the items at Police.
At this point I believed that  the Mk9 can that I was carrying had run empty and stowed it on my person in case of the can
not being completely empty. The gate was eventually secured despite fierce resistance to prevent Police from securing the
gate.

Following this I was redeployed, along with other staff to the intersection of Bowen Street and Lambton Quay due to other
staff coming under heavy resistance from protesters. Protestors had continued to pull up and break apart footpath pavers
and began to throw them at high velocity at Police. At this point any tactical option we had available to us at the time was
ineffective due to the considerable distance that the protestors were throwing the bricks from. The protestors were throwing
enough bricks to push Police back and eventually gained the use of a fire hose which began to push Police staff back even
further until the use of 40mm sponge rounds by AOS began to push the protestors back.

We continued along Lambton Quay to near the intersection of Bunny Street and by this time protestor numbers had greatly
thinned and protestors were leaving the area. At approximately 1930hrs, order had been restored to the point where the
direction was given for staff working the day to leave the scene and return to the holding area within Parliament.

Throughout the course of the day and the use of spray, I consistently believed and saw that myself and staff in front of me
were being assaulted and I defended them through the use of OC Spray under S48 of the Crimes Act 1961. The protestors
were also acting in a riotous manner, refusing to leave and refusing to comply with lawful instructions given to them to leave
the area. My use of OC spray in this manner is justified under S42 of the Crimes Act 1961 in order to prevent a breach of the
peace which was clearly taking place.

 

2) Your ongoing TENR assessments and your responses

Describe all of your continuous assessments of the Threat, Exposure, and Necessity to respond. Your Responses, and the
justification for your responses in law and the TOF.

 

T - THREAT

The threat throughout the course of the day was a large group of approximately 2-300 protesters who were visibly
demonstrating assaultive behaviour and, at times, in my belief, reaching the point of Death or Greivous Bodily Harm by
throwing bricks at staff who were not equipped with appropriate public order safety equipment. Throughout the day
protestors demonstrated their intent by attempting to rip Police shields away and actively attempt to physically assault them,
their capability to do so by actively demonstrating assaultive behaviour and using weapons of opportunity (bricks, kitchen
equipment, shopping trolleys etc) against police and their capability to do so given the amount of Police staff that had things
thrown at them or attempted to have their protective equipment ripped off them.

 

E - EXPOSURE

The persons at immediate risk of exposure were Police staff attending the incident including myself who were attempting to
disperse the group of protestors Following on from this general members of the public were at risk of being injured due to
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disperse the group of protestors. Following on from this, general members of the public were at risk of being injured due to
the reckless nature in which items were being thrown at Police.

 

N - NECESSITY

The necessity to act was immediate throughout most of the day due to the level of risk that the protestors posed, however at
times delaying the Police response was appropriate in order to better manage the resources available to Police at the time.
Disengaging completely was inappropriate in the circumstances given the nature of the protest group and the actions that
they had demonstrated throughout the course of the month long process. It was necessary to remove the protestors from
Parliament grounds in order to restore law and order.

 

R - RESPONSE

My response in situations where staff were being actively assaulted was to deploy OC Spray. I believe that it was
reasonable given that protestors were physically assaulting Police and using weapons of opportunity against them,
proportionate given the protestors assualtive behaviour and the use of weapons by them and necessary to defend myself
and other staff from being assaulted. I justify the use of OC Spray in order to defend myself and others under S48 of the
Crimes Act 1961 and under S42 of the Crimes Act 1961 to prevent further breaches of the peace from continuing.

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

1. Male, Unknown

Male Unknown

Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Verbally abusive, Physically
assault Police

None

Did not have a weapon No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Assaultive

Nil/No effect At scene

2. OC Spray
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g
protestors. 

2) Your ongoing TENR assessments and your responses

Describe all of your continuous assessments of the Threat, Exposure, and Necessity to respond. Your Responses, and the
justification for your responses in law and the TOF.

THREAT

Intel of the protest group strongly indicated that firearms may be present and possibly used against police staff. Protestors
were observed to be carrying spears/weapons/hammers. Police staff had in previous days been assaulted by protestors
driving vehicles into skirmish lines and staff sprayed with unknown chemicals agents (suspected to be acid) vehicles. During
my initial deployment with Bravo team to the area at the front of the Parliment Library on the morning of the 02/03/22 I was
assaulted by an unkown male who threw faeces and a open bottle containing Urine. The bottle hit a long shield of a staff
member standing near me and deflected onto me and sprayed across my helmet visor and onto my body/arms/skin and
uniform.  

On arrival at the Molesworth skirmish line staff in the line were being assaulted and pushed by protestors. Items were being
thrown at Police including road cones and any weapon of opportunity protestor could source in the area including metal sign
poles. Weapons were carried by protestors. I was aware Police staff had been seriously assaulted that morning with
unknown chemicals thrown onto them including a blue coloured paint like substance. On my arrival at the skirmish line
Protestors were actively assaulting staff by pushing and punching them. I observed female and male staff in the skirmish line
who were not wearing helmets which indicated to me that they were not PSU staff and therefore would not be trained in
PSU tactics or be wearing POP equipment or have knowledge of PSU tactics to safely operate in the skirmish line against a
violent protest group. On my arrival I observed items including bottles/weapons/sticks/road signs, road cones being carried
by protestors or being thrown at the police line. I observed some of the thrown items hitting Police staff. I observed a number
of female officers without Police helmets who had no form of protection and appeared to be in distress as they were
effectively "pinned" in the Police line by staff pushing against the protest line. They effectively had no protection from the
weapons that were being thrown at Police. Staff were repeatedly directing the protestor directly to my front to move away
and a loud speaker was playing from parliaments buildings during the day telling protestors to leave the area as they were
trespassing – the protestors were ignoring this clear directive.

 

It was clear to me that the protestor had an intent and capability to harm and assault Police staff and cause injury. Some
protestors were dressed in googles, some were wearing helmets and most had there facial features hidden and covered
with clothing or full clothe masks. My PCA indicated that this behaviour indicated a clear intent on the protestors to hide their
identity from Police as they had an intent to assault Police and commit criminal offending and that their behaviour confirmed
a clear propensity for violence. Protestors were actively making verbal threats, gestures indicating an intent to use violence.

At this time PSU staff despite being assaulted had not received approval to wear hard Public Order Policing (POP)
equipment to protect themselves from the weapons and items being thrown at the Police lines by protestors.

EXPOSURE

Staff were not wearing hard POP equipment and some staff were not wearing helmets. I was concerned staff were not
wearing the appropriate equipment and PSU best practice was not being followed which dictates that staff should be
approved to wear hard POP equipment as they were exposed to the risk of assault / Death or GBH by protestors who in my
view at the time had a clear intent and propensity for violence who were pushing against the Police skirmish line, trying to
force the line back and throwing items/weapons at police. As detailed above I observed a number of female officers without
Police helmets who had no form of protection and appeared to be in distress as they were effectively "pinned" in the Police
line and unable to defend themselves from airborne weapons of opportunity or protestors pushing against the protest line

NECCESITY

Given my PCA considering the known threats discussed above and the risks to Police staff that were present I believed
there was an immediate need to act. The situation could not be deescalated and the consequences of delaying my response
I believe would have resulted in staff or protestors being hurt. I acted in an endeavour to maximise safety and minimise risk
to staff. Protestors were observed physically hurling themselves at the police line. Protestors had formed a deep physical
line and were actively pushing against the Police skirmish line and ignoring repeated verbal warnings by Police to move
back and move away. The presence of this line allowed agitators to attack Police from the rear of the protest line with
airborne weapons. Police made repeatedly attempted to physically push and move the protest line down Molesworth Street
and this was finally successful after several attempts. Non PSU staff were not wearing helmets and were at great risk of
injury / GBH/Death from weapons being thrown and used against Police.

RESPONSE

I l OC i i t ( ) / d lt li i ff t
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I deployed OC spray on two occasions against protestor(s) who was/were observed to assault police during efforts to move
the skirmish line from the stationary position at Hill Street and Molesworth Street. The deployment of OC spray was
successful and immediate and resulted in the protestor(s) moving away allowing Police to physical move the protest line
safely. My actions were justified and complied with the Tactical Options Framework and were conducted in self-defence for
myself and other police staff present and to prevent injuries to protestors.

The identity of the subject(s) that I deployed OC spray against is not known

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

1. Male, Unknown

Male Unknown

Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Verbally abusive, Physically
assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive

Distressed emotional state (not 1M)

Did not have a weapon No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

Effectiveness Location used

1. Communication

Assaultive

Nil/No effect At scene

PCA Subject in handcuffs/restraints Warning given

Hit or Miss

2. OC Spray

Assaultive No Yes

Hit

Certification Date issued Expiry date
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deployed on the day in a PSU capacity and assisted with clearing Parliament of protesters who were violent, uncoperative
and verbally abusive. My section was part of a skirmish line formed on Molesworth Street at the intersection of Hill Street
after redeploying from the grounds of Parliament and joined other Police staff in forming a line across the road facing violent
protesters. My unit used long shields at the front of the line to protect ourselves from missiles both aimed at the the shields
but also our lower legs and feet that were unprotected and had violent protesters attacking our line trying to break through.
The line slowly advanced down Molesworth Street with protesters violently battles and trying to push back the front line of
shields  There were continuous verbal threats made to Police by the hostile crowd with various protesters approaching the
line despite being told to stay back. Pepper spray was issued to staff standing behind the front line to spray protesters who
attacked the front line of shields and gaps were made in the shields to spray protesters Some protesters who were sprayed
had there eyes rinsed out with full fat milk by other protesters to neutralise the effects of the spray and approached the lines
in a continuing violent and threatending manner and were sprayed again, sometimes on multiple occasions.       

 

2) Your ongoing TENR assessments and your responses

Describe all of your continuous assessments of the Threat, Exposure, and Necessity to respond. Your Responses, and the
justification for your responses in law and the TOF.

 

THREAT

 

My percieved cumulative assessment was that the crowd was violent, had been throwing missiles and making threats to
Police and had attacked the front of the skirmish line in an attempt to break through and assault Police. There were audible
threats made by the crowd to target our legs and feet and missiles were used to target these areas 

 

EXPOSURE

 

My percieved cumulative assessment was that I only had a helmet to protect my head with no other body armour to protect
the rest of my body. There were not enough shields for staff and the crowd were violent attacking the shield walls trying to
break through and assault Police

 

NECESSITY

 

My percieved cumulative assessment was that the protesters who approached and attacked the front of the shield wall were
violent and assaultive and it was necessary to spray them to protect myself and other staff

 

RESPONSE 

 

My percieved cumulative assessment was that O/C spray had been successfully used throughout the day on violent
protesters and not being able to deploy with side handles meant that it was the lowest level of force        

  

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

1. Male, 40, Maori
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until they demonstrated to me, a clear and present danger to police staff. 

My Use of Force was Proportionate to the level of violence and harm being directed towards us.  It was Reasonable in the
circumstances of police staff unable to decisively arrest and negate the assailants at such a distance and Necessary to
deter further attempts from the persons.

My Legal Justification of the force used in discharging a fire hose as a weapon of opportunity was under sect 48 Crimes Act
1961.  

It did have an immediate effect on various subjects as they would either be distracted from their assault on staff or retreat
within the crowd.  It was not safe to approach the persons.

Subjects at Incident

Gender Ethnicity Estimated age

Behavioural observations Mental/emotional state observations

Weapon possession Injury sustained

1. Unknown, 25, Unknown

Unknown Unknown 25

Aggressive demeanour, Threaten
Police, Verbally abusive, Physically
assault Police, Non-
compliant/obstructive,
Evading/decamping

None

Had a weapon No

Subject Weapons

Weapon Type Weapon Usage Recovered

Bludgeoning/hitting weapon i.e.
blunt weapon

Used No

Throwing weapon Used No

Tactical Options Used

PCA

1. Communication

Assaultive
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